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03. What documents should be put in place when
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As a matter of general UK employment law, employers must give employees written particulars of certain
terms and conditions of employment. This is known as a “section 1 statement” after section 1 of the
Employment Rights Act 1996, which sets out the mandatory information that employers must give to
employees no later than the first day of their employment. This includes fundamental information such as
the names of the employer and employee; the date of commencement of employment; the rates and timing
of pay; and working hours. Other prescribed particulars (such as information regarding pensions, collective
agreements and training) can be provided to employees in instalments within two months of
commencement of employment. Typically, a written employment contract will contain the relevant
information to satisfy these requirements.

Financial services employers should ensure that, in addition, their employment contracts reinforce the
requirements of SM&CR. This will help the employer manage the employment relationship in a manner
compliant with SM&CR and demonstrate to the relevant regulators the employer’s commitment to
compliance with SM&CR. The employment contract will usually include, therefore, additional provisions
regarding the completion of SM&CR-compliant background checks; confirmation of the employee’s
regulated function (eg, their SMF or certification function); required regulatory standards of conduct;
cooperation with fitness and propriety assessments; and tailored termination events.

In addition, all senior managers must have a statement of responsibility setting out their role and
responsibilities. Certain firms must also allocate certain regulator-prescribed responsibilities (prescribed
responsibilities) among senior managers. It is common to set out a senior manager’s regulatory
responsibilities in their employment contract.

Dual-regulated firms must also ensure that individuals approved to carry out a PRA-designated SMF are
subject to any specific contractual requirements required by the PRA. For example, depending on the type
of firm, a firm may be required to ensure that the relevant individual is contractually required to comply
with certain standards of conduct, such as to act with integrity and with due care and skill (among other
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requirements).
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07. Are there any specific rules relating to
compensation payable to financial services
employees in your jurisdiction, including, for
example, limits on variable compensation, or
provisions for deferral, malus and/or clawback of
monies paid to employees?
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The remuneration of financial services employees working at certain firms (such as banks, building
societies, asset managers and investment firms) is heavily regulated. The relevant rules can be found in
various FCA “Remuneration Codes” (each Code tailored to different firms) and also (for dual-regulated
firms) in specific remuneration parts of the PRA Rulebook and directly applicable retained EU law.

The remuneration rules are complex and their application is dependent on each firm. The key principle of
the rules, however, is that firms subject to them must ensure that their remuneration policies and practices
are consistent with and promote sound and effective risk management.

Some elements of the rules apply to all staff, whereas others apply only to material risk-takers within a
particular firm.

By way of a snapshot, the rules generally cover such matters as:

the appropriate ratio between fixed pay and variable pay, to ensure that fixed pay is a sufficiently
high proportion of total remuneration to allow for the possibility of paying no variable pay;
the amount of any discretionary bonus pool, which should be based on profit, adjusted for current and
future risks, and take into account the cost and quantity of the capital and liquidity required;
performance-related bonuses, which should be assessed based on a variety of factors, including the
performance of the individual, the relevant business unit and the overall results of the firm;
restrictions on guaranteed variable pay and payments on termination of employment; and
malus and clawback requirements.
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